
PROFILE

Dedicated Frontend Developer with a passion for
crafting exceptional user experiences and a strong
foundation in modern web technologies.

Committed to delivering innovative, scalable, and
visually appealing web applications.

CERTIFICATES

Complete JavaScript Course Expert
UDEMY

Responsive Real-World Websites with HTML and CSS

UDEMY

Git and GitHub Essentials
COURSERA

SKILLS

React.js

JavaScript

UI/UX Collaboration

HTML5, CSS3,

Responsive Web Design

Git and Version Control

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

FreeLance
Frontend Developer

01/2023 – present | Lagos, Nigeria

•Developed new user-facing features, ensuring a seamless 
and engaging user experience.
•Built reusable code and libraries to enhance development 
efficiency.
•Collaborated with UI/UX designers to ensure technical 
feasibility and user-centric design.
•Optimized web applications for maximum speed and 
scalability, enhancing performance.
•Validated all user input before submission to the backend, 
ensuring data integrity.
•Collaborated closely with cross-functional team members 
to achieve project goals.
•Maintained and improved websites, ensuring a high 
standard of quality and functionality.
•Stayed up-to-date on emerging technologies to drive 
innovation and maintain competitiveness.

Zenith Travels and Tours Ltd
Graphics Designer
09/2020 – 05/2022 | Lagos-Island, Nigeria

Zenith Travels and Tours is a leading travel company in Nigeria 
that specializes on curriculum-focused educational tour for 
students.

•Orchestrated creative design solutions for diverse media, 
including labels, signage, and promotional materials to 
optimize digital content for web platforms which 
contributed to polish the company's online presence.
•Collaborated closely with clients, and getting feedbacks to 
achieve design objectives.
•Production of high-quality marketing materials and 
ensuring adherence to brand standards.

PROJECTS

Forkify Web-Application
06/2023 – 07/2023

A recipe application that allows users to search for recipes and 
upload custom recipes.

•Created functions to fetch and load recipe data from an 
API.
•Implemented local storage for persisting user bookmarks 
across sessions.
•Incorporated the upload of custom recipes, including data 
validation and error handling.
•Facilitated the addition and removal of bookmarks with 
corresponding updates.

Neriah Uriri
Frontend Developer

neriahuriri36@gmail.com

07012772716

https://neriah05.github.io/Portfolio-Website/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/neriah-uriri-
frontend-engineer

https://github.com/Neriah05

http://ude.my/UC-f5b071d2-51e8-45ae-a3f8-3caa8677c6f9
http://use.my/UC-415d26c9-480e-8d35-20aa7f5751ae
https://www.credly.com/badges/a83cfd1f-e97a-440f-9445-28fd311b0623/linked_in_profile
https://www.zenithtravelgroup.com/
https://forkify-neriah.netlify.app/
mailto:neriahuriri36@gmail.com
tel:07012772716


COURSES

The Ultimate React Course 2023: React,Redux&More
UDEMY

07/2023 – present | Lagos, Nigeria

•Advancing React component development.
•Mastering state management and routing.
•Exploring hooks and context API.
•Building dynamic web applications.
•Practicing efficient rendering with virtual DOM.
•Emphasizing responsive and accessible design.
•Integrating external libraries and APIs.
•Real-world project experience.
•Continuous self-study and research.

The Complete JavaScript Course 2023: From Zero to 
Expert!
UDEMY
01/2023 – present

•JavaScript fundamentals: variables, if/else, 
operators, boolean logic, functions, arrays, objects, 
loops, strings, etc.
•Asynchronous JavaScript: Event loop, promises, 
async/await, AJAX calls and APIs
•Modern tools for 2022 and beyond: NPM, Parcel, 
Babel and ES6 modules

INTERESTS

Continuous Learning

Team Work

Quality Time With Family/Friends

Ominifood Website
11/2022 – 12/2022

Users can use the website to select their diet and foods they like 
and dislike, and our AI algorithm will create a custom and 
individual weekly meal plan

•Designed a user-friendly website with a responsive layout 
for seamless navigation on various devices.
•Implemented an AI algorithm that creates personalized 
meal plans tailored to users' dietary restrictions and food 
preferences.
•Implemented two pricing plans, "Starter" and "Complete," 
to cater to different customer needs.
•Created a section for testimonials from satisfied 
customers, emphasizing the convenience and quality of 
the service.

Huddle Landing Page
01/2023 – 02/2023
Huddle transforms community-building, enabling equal voices 
for creators and users. Facilitate genuine connections and 
engagement through interactive discussions.

•Properly organized CSS styles for the header, navigation, 
hero section, and footer.
•Use of flexbox for header layout and grid for the hero 
section.
•Responsive design with media queries.
•Use of font families and sizes for consistent typography.

https://ominifood-io.netlify.app/
https://neriah05.github.io/Huddle--Website/

